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About The Hunger Project.
The Hunger Project (THP) is an international organization ending hunger in Africa, South Asia and Latin America through women-centered, community-led development programs. We believe that individuals — especially women and girls — equipped with resources, education and training are critical to achieving the end of hunger and poverty worldwide. Wherever we work, our programs leverage local leadership and elevate women’s voices to build capacity and sustainably end hunger and poverty.

Our Mission.
To end hunger and poverty by pioneering sustainable, grassroots, women-centered strategies and advocating for their widespread adoption in countries throughout the world.

Our Approach.
While our programs are adapted to meet local challenges and opportunities wherever we work, each is founded on these three pillars.

1. Start with women
2. Mobilize communities
3. Engage local government
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Social Media.

@TheHungerProject @HungerProject @GlobalHungerProject @HungerProject
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